Charge and heat transport through a single molecule tunnel-coupled to external normal electrodes have been studied. The molecule with sufficiently strong interaction between electrons and vibrational internal degrees of freedom can be characterized by the negative effective charging energy U< 0. Such a molecule has been considered and modeled by the Anderson Hamiltonian. The electrical conductance, thermopower and thermal conductance of the system have been calculated as a function of gate voltage in the weak coupling limit within the rate equation approach. In the linear regime the analytic formulae for the transport coefficients in the pair dominated tunneling are presented. The effects found in the nonlinear transport include inter alia the rectification of the heat current. The sense of forward (reverse) direction, however, depends on the tuning parameter and can be controlled by the gate voltage. We also discuss the quantitation of the thermal conductance and the departures from the Wiedemann-Franz law.
I. INTRODUCTION
The appearance of the effective attractive interactions between electrons in metals 1 is responsible for the instability of the Fermi surface and the resulting phenomenon of superconductivity; one of the most spectacular quantum effects on a macroscopic scale. The strong local electron -phonon interaction may induce formation of polaron or bipolaron quasiparticles which are at the heart of bipolaronic theory of superconductivity 2, 3 . The socalled negative U centers 4 are not only a source of superconducting instability but also play an important role in physics and chemistry of materials 5 (see, however 6 ). The tendency towards bipolaron formation is enhanced 7 in the confined structures like quantum dots 8 . This assertion has been corroborated by means of quantum Monte Carlo calculations in the strong coupling regime for various dimensionalities of nano-structures 9 . Negative charging energy of the small systems like quantum dots is a relatively new concept [10] [11] [12] [13] . Very small system is characterized by the small capacitance C which makes the charging energy e 2 /2C large. To overcome it sufficiently strong polaronic shifts resulting from strong coupling of vibrational and charge degrees of freedom in a molecule are needed. The charge fluctuations in a device with metallic and superconducting grains may also over-screen the Kondo repulsion 12 in the normal grain.
The purpose of this paper is to extend the recent work 10 in which charge transport through the molecule 14 characterized by the negative charging energy has been studied. Modeling the system using Anderson like Hamiltonian with a negative value of the charging energy U and considering weak coupling between the molecule and the electrodes the authors have systematically accounted for the processes contributing to charge transport and calculated its differential conductance. The study of the negative U molecule has later been extended to the stronger coupling and the regime of the charge Kondo effect 15 .
Here we consider the same model and study the charge and heat transport via negative U molecule in the weak coupling regime when the pair tunneling processes dominate the transport. The analytical formulas for the thermopower S and the thermal conductivity κ in the linear regime of the low bias voltage V = (µ L − µ R )/e and the temperature difference δT = T L − T R have been found. µ L(R) denotes the chemical potential and T L(R) temperature of the left (right) external metallic bulk electrode. e denotes the positive electron charge. As in the previous work we assume that the molecule is characterized by single, doubly degenerated electronic level. In the nonlinear regime with large temperature differences δT and asymmetric coupling to the external leads the system shows heat rectification property. The thermal current and conductance in the forward direction (say, δT > 0) differ from those in the reverse direction (δT < 0).
The low temperature thermal conductance κ in the linear regime is proportional to T , but the heat quantum, defined as κ/T takes on a non-universal value. However, the Wiedemann-Franz law is obeyed in the limit T → 0. At elevated temperatures we observe marked departures from the Fermi liquid behavior with the ratio L = κ/(GT ) exceeding the Lorenz number
The organization of the rest of the paper is as follows. In the next section we briefly recall the model and approach. In section III we present the transport coefficients calculated in the linear regime. In section IV the nonlinear transport coefficients are defined and calculated. In section V we discuss the validity of the Wiedemann-Franz law and quantization of the thermal conductance in the context of pair tunneling. We end up with summary and conclusions.
II. THE MODEL AND APPROACH
The aim of this section is to recall the main results obtained by Koch et al. 10 and to establish the notation. One starts with a general system consisting of external leads and a central molecule coupled by tunneling processes. The electron subsystem on a molecule interacts with bosonic degrees of freedom (phonons), which are eliminated by performing the Firsov-Lang canonical transformation. We assume polaronic shifts large enough to make the effective charging energy U ef f = U − 2λ 2 ω negative. We denote it simply U . The motional narrowing of hopping parameters as well as shifts of the dot energy level are absorbed in the definition of the corresponding parameters in the Hamiltonian
where The coupling between the molecule and leads is governed by the Hamiltonian
To correctly account for all low energy processes which contribute to the transport in the limit of negative U , it is advisable to eliminate H i by means of the SchriefferWolff 16 transformation. This is valid in the limits
One gets 10 the effective low energy Hamiltoniañ
in which the direct and exchange H dir,ex interactions between the dot and the leads read
where
These terms are most important in the study of transport through the quantum dots with positive charging energy, but they do also play a role in the present case of 'negative U quantum dot' 18 and describe single electron co-tunneling processes.
The pair terms read
For negative values of U , the pair tunneling terms play a main role because the state with two electrons on the dot is its lowest energy state and the double occupancy of the dot is favorable. The two electrons may tunnel onto the dot from a single lead or from two different leads. The single occupation of the dot is not favored for the low voltage bias eV ≪ |U | and the sequential single particle processes are exponentially suppressed. As a result the single particle events can contribute to the transport through negative U molecule via higher order processes (co-tunneling).
The approach is based on the rate equations for the occupation probability P (n), where n denotes a state of the molecule. Since for negative U the single occupation of the molecule is never favorable, one finds either one or two electrons on a molecule. The energies of these two states are equal if 2ε d + U = 0. Due to the normalization condition P (0) + P (2) = 1 the rate equations reduce to dP (2)/dt = P (0)W 0→2 − P (2)W 2→0 . In a stationary state this gives P (0) = W 2→0 / (W 0→2 + W 2→0 ), where, in the notation of the paper [10] , W i→f is the total transition rate from the initial state i to the final state f .
To calculate transition rates we use the Fermi's golden rule 19 and consider all processes in which electrons or electron pairs tunnel from the electrodes λ and λ ′ to the dot or vice versa. With a constant temperature across the system they have been obtained by Koch et al. and for the process 0 → 2 read
Equation (6) describes the transfer rate for tunneling of 2 electrons onto the dot (spin up electron hops on the dot from the electrode λ and spin down one from the electrode λ ′ . In the formula (6) Γ λ = 2πρ λ |t λ | 2 denotes the effective coupling between the dot and the lead λ, and ρ λ stands for the density of the states at the Fermi level in the electrode λ. f λ (x) is the corresponding Fermi function. Similar expressions can be derived for all other rates. The rates of single electron co-tunneling from the left to the right electrode, without changing the occupancy of the dot i.e for the processes 0 → 0 and 2 → 2, are obtained 10 from H dir,ex . Obviously Eq. (6) is also valid for system in which the left lead is characterized by temperature T L different from that of the right lead T R . In this case, however, no general analytical solution is possible, except in the linear regime. It is presented in the next section.
III. THE LINEAR REGIME
First let us consider the transition rate of an electron from a given state in the electrode λ into the quantum dot as induced by the co-tunneling term in the Hamiltonian. Let the initial state |0 d of the dot be the vacuum |0 (no electrons on the dot). The initial state of electrodes represents two Fermi surfaces with the electrons occupying the states up to µ L (µ R
In the single process the energy transported per unit time from the electrode λ is ξ λk . Its contribution to the total energy flux through the left junction equals
In fact the same factor ξ λk contributes to the heat flux in an elementary process in which e.g. a pair is hopping from the states λk, λ ′ k ′ onto the dot, if λ = L and λ ′ = R . In this process only the member of the pair with the quantum numbers Lk transports the energy flux through the left junction. If both electrons stem from the left electrode then their contribution to the total flux reads
The conservation of energy expresses the fact that if initially the energy of the system is E i = E 0 then final en-
In calculations of the current flux I e the extra factor of 2 appears, accounting for a double charge carried in the above process 10 . The net charge and heat currents (each of them being a sum of pair and co-tunneling contributions) in the left junction are given by In the linear regime V λ → 0, δT λ → 0 and setting µ λ = µ + eV λ we express the transition rates up to the linear order in V and δT , using
For the asymmetric couplings Γ L = Γ R the resulting formulae are long and will not be reproduced here. In the special case Γ L = Γ R = Γ and for the symmetric distribution of voltages V L/R = ±V /2 and the temperature difference T L/R = T ± δT /2 we obtain
The contributions to the charge and heat flux read
In the above formulae we introduced the notation x = 2ǫ d + U . It is easy to obtain the phenomenological transport coefficients from those currents. The linear conductance, G 0 , is defined for δT = 0 as I e = G 0 V and is given by equation (12) . It has been discussed earlier 10 and we shall not discuss it here. The thermopower S is defined as the voltage, which appears across the system subject to the temperature gradient in the absence of current flow
S has been studied earlier 13 and the analytic formula for it reads
Thermal conductance κ is defined as a coefficients between the heat current I Q and the temperature gradient, under the condition of no charge current I e = 0. With this definition, we find
In the above formula I 2 , denotes the integral 
IV. THERMAL RECTIFICATION IN A NONLINEAR TRANSPORT
Outside the linear regime, i.e. for finite voltage bias V and temperature difference between the electrodes, the transfer rates W λλ ′ n→m and W ǫλλ ′ n→m have to be calculated numerically. In the studies of charge conductance 10 interesting rectification properties of the device have been predicted. For strongly asymmetric coupling of the dot to the electrodes e.g. Γ L >> Γ R the current I e is the asymmetric function of x in the limit of |eV | >> k B T . The intriguing question arises if similar rectification properties 22 could be achieved in the heat flow. To answer this we have calculated the currents I e and I Q for general values of V and δT . Formally both charge and heat currents depend on a voltage and a temperature difference
As stated earlier the thermal conductance κ is generally defined by I Q = −κδT under the condition I e = 0. The condition of no current flow defines the thermoelectric power S = −
V δT Ie=0
, where V is the voltage generated in the system by the temperature gradient. It provides the 'selconsistent value' of the voltage to be used in equation (21) . Introducing this into the equation for I Q we get
The last equality is our definition of the thermal conductance κ. In this section we measure all energies in units of |U |. The dependence of κ on x = 2ε d + U is shown in Fig. (2) for the temperature T = 0.005|U | and relatively small asymmetry of the junction, parametrised by the value of Γ L in the units of |U |, with Γ L · Γ R = 1 in the same units. Calculating the currents we have assumed symmetric voltage and temperature difference with V L,R = ±V /2 and T L/R = T ± δT /2. For positive δT the heat will normally flow from the left to the right lead. Thermal rectification can be defined 22 as the dependence of the heat current |I Q | or the nonlinear thermal conductance κ defined in Eq. (22) on the sign of temperature difference. Figure  (1) shows the effect of heat rectification in the asymmetric molecular junction with Γ L /Γ R = 4, the temperature T = 0.005|U | and two values of δT = ±0.003|U |. Due to phase space restrictions, which make the transition rates for two -electron processes V and δT dependent, the excess heat current δI Q = |I Q (+δT )| − |I Q (−δT )| depends on x and changes sign around |x| ≈ 0.022|U | for a given set of parameters.
Both the heat flux and thermal conductance are the symmetric functions of x for small values of asymmetry (see Fig. (2a) ). However, for very strongly asymmetric junctions, the conductance starts to be the asymmetric function of the detuning parameter. This is shown in the Fig. (2b) . The rectification coefficient defined as δI Q /I Q , changes sign as the function of x. For the parameters in figure (2a) it takes the maximal value of about 5%. 
V. WIEDEMANN-FRANZ RATIO AND QUANTIZATION OF ELECTRON THERMAL CONDUCTANCE
It has been predicted 23 that at low temperature the phononic thermal conductance of one dimensional dielectric wire is universally given by
leading to the universal, material and temperature inde-
h , which sets a fundamental quantum limit on heat flow 25 in an analogy to quantized charge conductance. The quantized value of the heat conductance is expected 23 in one-dimensional structures independently of the statistics of heat carriers. So this is valid for phonons, electrons and also particles with fractional statistics 24 . This result has been experimentally 25 confirmed for phonons, electrons and photons. It is an easy exercise to show that at T → 0 the thermal conductance through our negative U molecule reduces to
Thermal conductance, which in the present context consists of only electron contribution is linear in temperature at low temperatures. The heat quantum, however, is not universal and depends on the coupling amplitudes Γ L/R and the dimensionless distance x from the degeneracy point 2ǫ d + U = 0, measured in units of |U |. It is important to notice that the linear charge conductance at very low temperatures takes on the T independent value
which ensures the validity of the Wiedemann-Franz (WF) ratio in this limit
being one of the signatures of the Fermi liquid.
For an arbitrary temperature and in the non-linear regime the above ratio of thermal to charge conductance takes on T , δT and
The function L(x, T ) in units of the Lorenz number L 0 is shown in figure (3) for T = 0.005|U and δT = 0.001|U |. At low x it takes values close to 1, but for larger x one observes strong departures from the Fermi liquid value L 0 , like in the quantum dots with a large Coulomb interaction 26 . Its dependence on the coupling asymmetry is rather weak. We have also calculated the dimensionless figure of merit which indicates heat to voltage conversion efficiency of the device 27 . It is usually defined as ZT = GS 2 T /κ. For most devices thermal conductance contains both electron and phonon contributions. In the present geometry phonons do not contribute. The dependence of ZT on x for a few values of asymmetry is shown in Fig. (4) . Its value increases with the asymmetry of the coupling and is a non-monotonous function of x. The maximum increases with the anisotropy of coupling as it is evident in the figure.
VI. SUMMARY
We have calculated the linear thermoelectric transport coefficients of the single electron molecular transistor in the limit of large electron-phonon coupling leading to a negative effective charging energy. In this limit the pair tunneling processes contribute mainly to charge and heat transport. Pair dominated transport shows strong departures from the Fermi liquid characteristics. We have found strong deviations from the Wiedemann-Franz law and a non-universal value of thermal conductance quantum. The thermal quantum i.e. the ratio κ/T evaluated at a low temperature and the Lorentz function L(x, T ) depend on x and asymmetry of the couplings. The thermoelectric figure of merit ZT characterizes efficiency of the device for thermoelectric applications. This parameter takes on fairly low, albeit in general x and T dependent values for the negative U quantum dot studied here. The maximal value of ZT is about 0.25 for the strongly asymmetric junction.
